
Harvington extension of 
the Avon and Arrow Greenway project

Community Consultation - Report

Executive summary
Three surveys were undertaken to establish the degree of local support for the proposed extension of 
the Avon and Arrow Greenway route through Harvington and onwards towards The Valley and 
Evesham town centre.

The three surveys were for residents of:

• Harvington,

• Norton and Lenchwick or

• The rest of Wychavon

There were 260 responses from residents of Harvington, 420 responses in total. There was 98% 
support for the project; the same percentage believed this would be a good investment for Wychavon 
District Council to make.

284 people registered to be kept informed of progress on the project, while there were 20 new offers of 
help for the project. 

The greatest perceived benefits of this project are:

• Improved pleasure, health and exercise ,

• For visiting friends and relations,

• For shopping,

• For access to work.

Consultation purpose
Harvington Parish Council is applying for a Community Legacy Grant to support the extension of the 
projected  Avon and Arrow Greenway from the District / County boundary between Abbots Salford and 
Harvington, through Harvington, to meet the cycleway being planned from Evesham town centre, 
through The Valley country park to Harvington Lane, Norton.

The primary purpose of this consultation is to establish whether there is community support for this 
project within the Parish of Harvington.

Secondary purposes are:

• To identify additional support within the Parish of Norton and Lenchwick and within the broader 
Wychavon community

• To find out how many people would like to be informed and involved in the project

• To identify the project's benefits for those people already engaged in active travel

• To demonstrate the project's potential to  encourage more people into active travel
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Three primary modes of active travel were considered:

• Cycling

• Walking

• Mobility Scooter

Three-survey structure
To be able to separate out Harvington responses from others, the consultation was structured (and 
analysed) as three separate surveys (but with near-identical questions).

Upon starting the on-line consultation, people were directed to the appropriate survey by asking if they 
were resident in:

1. Harvington,

2. Norton and Lenchwick or

3. The rest of Wychavon

There was an additional validation of this split: people were later asked to enter their postcode and this 
was checked. Within the entire consultation there were just two respondents who were from out of the 
area (Bidford and Coventry) - their responses were omitted from any follow-up communications.

The surveys were undertaken using Google Forms.

Consultation participants and methodology

Consultation period
The consultation was launched on 13th March 2022 and closed on 3rd May (a total of 6 weeks). 
Leaflets were delivered to Harvington residences in the week commencing 30th March.

Responses
The number of responses from each of the three survey areas was:

Area Responses
Harvington 260

Norton and Lenchwick 38

Rest of Wychavon 126

Total 424

Harvington focal group

Promotional methods
To meet the primary purpose of the consultation a printed invitation to participate was delivered to 
every residence in Harvington - as an double-sided A4 insert in the Parish Council's monthly 
newsletter (see Appendix 1). This comprises around 700 residences
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All residents were invited to complete the on-line survey, whose address was given on the leaflet as 
URL and as a QR-code (for those using 'smart' technology.

Residents who were unable or unwilling to complete the on-line survey were invited to telephone the 
Parish Clerk. She would then alert a member of the survey team, who would arrange a personal 
meeting to help the resident complete the survey. No one availed themselves of this opportunity.

The survey was first promoted on social media - on the private 'Harvington Village Community' 
Facebook page. This has 1,700 members (the total population of Harvington is around 1,800!).

The survey team also presented at the Village Annual General Meeting, at Phoenix (the the Harvington 
equivalent of the W omens' Institute) and at several local social establishments. Posters were displayed 
at local shops, street-furniture and noticeboards.

Harvington responses
In total, there were 260 responses from Harvington.

People were asked how they had heard about the survey. Several had heard about it in more than one 
way, so the total below exceeds 260:

Method Number

Social media 197

Home-delivered leaflet 36

Word of mouth 33

Posters 9

Meetings 2

Other 9

Total 286

Broader consultation
The secondary purposes - of establishing the nature of the support available within the wider Wychavon 
community - did not require intensive promotion; it was sufficient to invite participation among those 
likely to be interested - the walking and cycling communities. Only social media promotion was used 
here - by inviting known representatives of these communities to promote the consultation in the media 
available to them.

There were 38 responses from Norton and Lenchwick and 104 responses from 'the rest of Wychavon'. 
The consultation was heard about thus:

Method Norton & Lenchwick Wychavon

Social media 26 101

Leaflet delivered to home 1 8

Word of mouth 7 26

Total 41 127

1 The Harvington Parish Council newsletter is also delivered to a few Norton houses which are physically closer to 
the village of Harvington than to Norton.
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Continuing community engagement
The surveys invited people to supply an email address and say whether they:

• Offer to help with the project,

• Just wish to be kept informed of project progress.

The continuing engagement numbers are:

Area Help Keep Informed Total Total 

Harvington 16 158 174 66%

Norton & Lenchwick 1 25 26 68%

r.o. Wychavon 13 71 84 81%

Total 30 254 284 71%

Consultation results
Questions were asked on:

• Cycling,

• Walking,

• Mobility scooters

and on the impact on local businesses.

These  responses are summarised after presenting the overall attitudes.

Age profile
The age profile of responders was as follows:

14 or under 15-24 25-39 40-59 60-74 75 + n/a
0.5% 2% 22% 50% 22% 3% 0.5%
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Overall attitudes to project
Consultees were asked:

1. Their overall support for the project,

2. Whether they thought it would be an appropriate use for Wychavon DC funding

3. Their expectations of the impact on community health and well-being.

Overall support
In Harvington there is 98% support for this project. This strong support is echoed on the rest of 
Wychavon.

Harvington Norton + 
Wychavon

Total

Strongly support 232 (89%) 150 (94%) 382
412 (98%)Support 23 (9%) 7 (4%) 30

Don't care 3 (1%) - 3
8 (2%)Oppose - 3 (2%) 3

Strongly oppose 2 (1%) - 2

Wychavon funding
Consultees were asked if they felt this project would be an appropriate use of Wychavon District 
Council funding.

Harvington Norton + Wychavon Total
Yes 240 (92%) 154 (96%) 411 (98%)
Probably 13 4

Don't know 2
9 (2%)Probably not 3 1

No 1 2
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Overview of Harvington survey responses
The detailed Harvington responses are tabulated in Appendix 2. This section provides an overview of 
the highlights.

Cyclists
50% of Harvington residents cycle occasionally or frequently. The primary reason is for pleasure, health 
or exercise (98%), whilst some also cycle to visit friends or relations (22%), to go shopping (14% or to 
go to work (12%).

The greatest inhibitors to more cycling are concerns about road safety (79%), the lack of off-road routes 
(68%) and the unpleasantness of cycling on / alongside roads (43%).

The benefits of the proposed route for established cyclists are health & fitness (98%), pleasure (89%), 
shopping (56%), visiting friends or family (42%) and going to work (22%).

95% of the 60 occasional Harvington cyclists say this route would encourage them to cycle more, while 
61% of the 70 non-cyclists say the opening of this route might or would encourage them to take up 
cycling.

Walkers
58% of Harvington residents frequently walk to or from the village - mostly for pleasure, health & 
exercise (95%), while visiting friends and relations (35%) and shopping (20%) are also common 
motivations.

The inhibitors to greater walking are similar to those of cyclists: 65% lack of off-road routes, 59% 
concerns about road safety and 50% the unpleasantness of roadside walking.

The benefits of opening this route are similar to those for cyclists, with the addition of dog-walking 

Mobility scooters
Residents were asked if they currently use a mobility scooter, or might use one in the next 10 years. 
There were only 2 people in the Harvington responses who currently use one, but a further 22 who 
might use one soon. All but one of these said they would be likely to use their scooter on this new route 
- for roughly the same mixture of benefits as cyclists and walkers.

Local businesses
People were asked if they owned or managed a local business. 27 people (10% of the responders) said 
they did. 50% of these think the opening of this route will be good for their business, while 85% of them 
think it would be good for other local businesses.
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All survey responses
Appendix 3 contains a tabulation of the combined responses of the three surveys from:

• Harvington,

• Norton and Lenchwick,

• Rest of Wychavon

The mix of cyclists and walkers is similar to that for Harvington alone, as are the motivations and 
benefits of this route.

This broader demographic drew in a total of 49 business owners and managers. Collectively 58% see a 
positive impact on their particular business, and 88% think there might or would certainly be a positive 
impact for local businesses as a whole.

Free-format contributions
People were invited to make free-format comments and suggestions on the project and on the survey. A 
total of 94 comments were made - overwhelmingly in support of the project.

Data availability
The survey design and all low-level (anonymised) data, including the above free-format comments, are 
available at 

https://harvington-pc.org.uk/aagp

Email addresses supplied by respondents are held in a separate GDPR-secure location.

C L F Haynes

16 May 2022

SurveyReport.odt
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Appendix 1 
Harvington residents' consultation invitation

This 2-page A4 insert was delivered to every Harvington residence at the start of May 2022.
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Harvington Parish Council (along with other parish councils in the area) has been working with the Avon 
and Arrow Greenway Project to create a new walking and cycling path that will connect the three main 
towns of Evesham, Alcester and Stratford upon Avon.

Our part of the route will connect Harvington to Evesham and will provide access to:

       The Valley (Country Park and Shopping area)

       Evesham Town Centre

       Evesham Railway Station

       Prince Henry’s High School

The route will continue past Harvington and connect to Salford Priors, Wixford and Alcester.  At Broom it 
will go towards Bidford Health Centre and eventually to Stratford-upon-Avon.

The Greenway will provide a safe, mainly off road route for walking and cycling. 

We really need feedback from as many people as possible to help demonstrate community support for 
the project.

It will be of benefit to:

 Walkers

 Cyclists

 Mobility scooter users

Harvington PC are seeking your opinions on how you might use this Greenway at this web 
page:        bit.ly/hn-g 

This leads to a survey to find out how this route would benefit residents of Harvington. The results will 
be used to seek funding from Wychavon District Council and elsewhere.

We invite everyone in your household to complete this survey.

(It can take as little as 5 minutes to complete)

Please contact the Harvington Parish Clerk at  07746 948 392  
or clerk@harvington-pc.org.uk if you can't use the online survey or require further 
help.

The proposed route conforms to Policy T2 of the Harvington Neighbourhood Plan and this is one of the 
community aspirational projects the community voted for.
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Appendix 2

Harvington survey results
This appendix tabulates the answers to the majority of questions.

This listing contains just the Harvington responses.

The format is:

+ The CSV column number (3...)

+ The posed question

+ The number of responses to this question [nnn]

+ Tallies of the number of times each answer was supplied and the percentage giving this response.

 3  What is your age? [260]

    137 53% 40 - 59
     58 22% 60 - 74
     43 17% 25 - 39
     11  4% 75 or over
      7  3% 15 - 24
      2  1% 14 or under
      2  1% Rather not say

 4  Do you currently cycle to and from your village? [260]

    101 39% Occasionally
     70 27% Don't cycle at all
     60 23% Hardly ever
     29 11% Frequently (more than once per week)

 5  Do you cycle... [130]

    127 98% For pleasure / health / exercise
     28 22% To visit friends and relations
     18 14% To go shopping
     15 12% To work
      5  4% With members of a group or club
      1  1% From my boat in the Avon
      1  1% In competitive events
      1  1% Teaching mountain biking to children
      1  1% To go volunteering
      1  1% To tennis
      1  1% pleasure

      1  1% [deleted]
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 6  What (if anything), stops you cycling further or more often? [130]

    103 79% Concerns about road safety
     89 68% Lack of off-road routes out of your home area
     56 43% Unpleasantness (noise, pollution etc.) of cycling on / alongside roads
     10  8% The weather
      6  5% Your fitness or health
      1  1% I have three young boys, I have ridden with one from the house however the roads / 

lanes are dangerous so normally we have to load the bikes in the car for a trip to the 
Stratford Greenway or the Forest of Dean

      1  1% In to Evesham with Family as there is currently no safe way to do so
      1  1% catcalling
      1  1% nothing
      1  1% pleasure

 7  Benefits of proposed off-road route [130]

    125 96% Health and fitness
    116 89% Pleasure
     73 56% Shopping
     54 42% Visiting friends or family
     28 22% Going to work
      2  2% pleasure
      1  1% )
      1  1% Boat
      1  1% Safe place to cycle with children
      1  1% Safe route for children
      1  1% Safer route for children to travel to school by bike if they want to. Plus it's better/safer 

for family bike rides

 8  You have told us you hardly ever or never cycle to or from your village. Would the opening of this 
proposed off-road route encourage you to take up cycling or to cycle more? [60]

     49 82% Yes
      8 13% Probably
      3  5% Possibly

 9  You have told us you don't cycle. Might the opening of this proposed off-road route encourage you to 
take up cycling? [70]

     22 31% Yes
     18 26% Possibly
     16 23% No
      7 10% Probably not
      4  6% Don't know
      3  4% Probably

10  Do you currently walk to and from your village? [260]

    150 58% Frequently (more than once per month)
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     76 29% Occasionally
     34 13% Hardly ever or never

11  Do you walk... [226]

    215 95% For pleasure / health / exercise
     79 35% To visit friends and relations
     46 20% To go shopping
     19  8% With members of a group or club
     15  7% To work
      8  4% Dog walking
      2  1% Dog walk
      2  1% pleasure
      1  0% Dog Walking
      1  0% Exercise my dogs
      1  0% Exercise the Dog
      1  0% To go to the pub

12  What (if anything), stops you walking further or more often? [213]

    139 65% Lack of off-road routes out of your home area
    125 59% Concerns about road safety
    107 50% Unpleasantness (noise, pollution etc.) of walking  alongside roads
     27 13% The weather
     15  7% Your fitness or health
      2  1% Nothing
      2  1% pleasure
      1  0% Distance
      1  0% Having the time
      1  0% None
      1  0% Safety, lack of toilets on routes
      1  0% The ability to safely let the dog off the lead
      1  0% There are only so many footpaths around the village that are easily accessible 

without having to walk along side the main roads which despite the speed limits are 
at times very dangerous.

      1  0% Time
      1  0% Time

13  Benefits of proposed off-road route [226]

    211 93% Health and fitness
    196 87% Pleasure
    114 50% Shopping
     83 37% Visiting friends or family
     37 16% Going to work
      3  1% Dog walking
      2  1% Dog walks
      1  0% Boating and dog walking
      1  0% Children could cycle to school
      1  0% Dog Walking
      1  0% Dog walking possibly depending on proximity to road/presence of barriers
      1  0% Family time / walking the dog
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      1  0% It would be good to create a nature corridor for the community to plant trees and 
encourage habitat diversity for insects and animals

      1  0% New dog walking route
      1  0% Safe route for children
      1  0% Safer opportunities for my kids to get to work.
      1  0% pleasure

14  Do  you.. [260]

    236 91% Not need one
     22  8% Think you might use one in the next 10 years
      2  1% Currently use a mobility scooter

15  Use of mobility scooter [24]

     15 63% Yes
      8 33% Possibly
      1  4% No

16  Benefits of proposed off-road route [24]

     21 88% Pleasure
     15 63% Shopping
     13 54% Health and fitness
      6 25% Visiting friends or family
      1  4% Going to work
      1  4% pleasure

17  Do you own or manage a business in this area? [260]

    233 90% No
     27 10% Yes

18  Do you think the opening of this cycling and walking route would be good for : Your business [27]

      7 26% Possibly
      7 26% Yes
      6 22% Probably not
      5 19% No
      2  7% Don't know

19  Do you think the opening of this cycling and walking route would be good for : Other local 
businesses [27]

     12 44% Yes
     11 41% Possibly
      3 11% Don't know
      1  4% No
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20  Is your business involved in... [27]

      4 15% Tourism
      3 11% Hospitality
      3 11% Retail
      2  7% Leisure
      2  7% Sport and outdoor activity
      1  4% Accountancy
      1  4% Bookkeeping
      1  4% Childcare
      1  4% Dog Walker
      1  4% Dog walking
      1  4% Dog walking/grooming
      1  4% Firewood
      1  4% Gardening
      1  4% Hair and beauty
      1  4% Health
      1  4% Home maintenance
      1  4% Law
      1  4% Manufacturing
      1  4% Marketing and Digital Design
      1  4% Property management out of this area
      1  4% Service industry
      1  4% Vehicle garage
      1  4% b2b services
      1  4% manufacturing
      1  4% pleasure

21  In summary, would this link to Salford Priors and to Evesham (via The Valley) : Encourage you to 
start or increase the amount of cycling you do? [260]

    178 68% Certainly
     52 20% Possibly
     30 12% Probably not

22  In summary, would this link to Salford Priors and to Evesham (via The Valley) : Encourage you to 
increase the amount of walking you do? [260]

    207 80% Certainly
     48 18% Possibly
      5  2% Probably not

23  In summary, would this link to Salford Priors and to Evesham (via The Valley) : Increase the visits 
you get from friends and family [260]

    103 40% Possibly
     85 33% Certainly
     72 28% Probably not
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24  In summary, would this link to Salford Priors and to Evesham (via The Valley) : Enable you, or a 
member of your family, to use a mobility scooter to travel out of your village [260]

    150 58% Probably not
     56 22% Possibly
     54 21% Certainly

25  What impact do you think this link would have on : Health and well-being [260]

    227 87% Substantial benefit
     28 11% Some benefit
      5  2% Little or no benefit

26  What impact do you think this link would have on : People with limited mobility [260]

    166 64% Substantial benefit
     82 32% Some benefit
     12  5% Little or no benefit

27  What impact do you think this link would have on : Promotion of Active Travel [260]

    219 84% Substantial benefit
     31 12% Some benefit
     10  4% Little or no benefit

28  What impact do you think this link would have on : Community cohesion [260]

    152 58% Substantial benefit
     90 35% Some benefit
     18  7% Little or no benefit

29  What impact do you think this link would have on : Local businesses [260]

    124 48% Some benefit
    115 44% Substantial benefit
     21  8% Little or no benefit

30  What impact do you think this link would have on : Tourism [260]

    146 56% Substantial benefit
     92 35% Some benefit
     22  8% Little or no benefit

31  What impact do you think this link would have on : Access to  local towns [260]

    208 80% Substantial benefit
     43 17% Some benefit
      9  3% Little or no benefit
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32  What impact do you think this link would have on : Less use of cars [260]

    182 70% Substantial benefit
     65 25% Some benefit
     13  5% Little or no benefit

33  What impact do you think this link would have on : Local environment [260]

    210 81% Substantial benefit
     39 15% Some benefit
     11  4% Little or no benefit

34  Wychavon District Council funding [260]

    240 92% Yes
     14  5% Probably
      3  1% Probably not
      2  1% Don't know
      1  0% No

35  Overall support [260]

    232 89% Strongly support
     23  9% Support
      3  1% Don't care
      2  1% Strongly oppose

36  Are you interested in... [260]

    169 65% Being kept in touch with progress by email
     75 29% Neither
     16  6% Helping with this project
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Appendix 3

All responses
This appendix tabulates the answers to the majority of questions.

This is the consolidation of the Harvington, Norton and rest-of-Wychavon responses.

Note that the actual question asked for some questions varied in a minor way between the three survey 
areas, e.g. to account for the change from 'village' to 'home area'.

The format is:

+ The CSV column number (3...)

+ The posed question

+ The number of responses to this question [nnn]

+ Tallies of the number of times each answer was supplied and the percentage giving this response.

 3  What is your age? [420]

    212 50% 40 - 59
     92 22% 60 - 74
     88 21% 25 - 39
     13  3% 75 or over
      8  2% 15 - 24
      5  1% Rather not say
      2  0% 14 or under

 4  Do you currently cycle to and from your village? [420]

    167 40% Occasionally
     88 21% Frequently (more than once per week)
     80 19% Don't cycle at all
     78 19% Hardly ever
      7  2% I don't cycle at all
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 5  Do you cycle... [255]

    246 96% For pleasure / health / exercise
     63 25% To visit friends and relations
     50 20% To go shopping
     45 18% To work
     34 13% With members of a group or club
     15  6% In competitive events
      1  0% Family day out
      1  0% From my boat in the Avon
      1  0% On holiday
      1  0% Teaching Bikeability
      1  0% Teaching mountain biking to children
      1  0% To go volunteering
      1  0% To tennis
      1  0% pleasure
      1  0% [deleted]

 6  What (if anything), stops you cycling further or more often? [253]

    206 81% Concerns about road safety
    170 67% Lack of off-road routes out of your home area
    117 46% Unpleasantness (noise, pollution etc.) of cycling on / alongside roads
     29 11% The weather
     10  4% Your fitness or health
      1  0% Car users cutting me & my child up & safety
      1  0% I have three young boys, I have ridden with one from the house however the roads / 

lanes are dangerous so normally we have to load the bikes in the car for a trip to the 
Stratford Greenway or the Forest of Dean

      1  0% In to Evesham with Family as there is currently no safe way to do so
      1  0% Time!
      1  0% catcalling
      1  0% nothing
      1  0% pleasure

 7  Benefits of proposed off-road route [254]

    238 94% Health and fitness
    231 91% Pleasure
    128 50% Shopping
    110 43% Visiting friends or family
     54 21% Going to work
      2  1% pleasure
      1  0% A safe route for our you g children to learn to cycle on
      1  0% Being off the road cycling
      1  0% Boat
      1  0% Child activity
      1  0% My son’s school bus leaves from Evesham country park and he would be able to ride 

home safely.
      1  0% Safe place to cycle with children
      1  0% Safe route for children
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      1  0% Safer route for children to travel to school by bike if they want to. Plus it's better/safer 
for family bike rides

 8  You have told us you hardly ever or never cycle to or from your village. Would the opening of this 
proposed off-road route encourage you to take up cycling or to cycle more? [78]

     58 74% Yes
     14 18% Probably
      6  8% Possibly

 9  You have told us you don't cycle. Might the opening of this proposed off-road route encourage you to 
take up cycling? [87]

     26 30% Possibly
     26 30% Yes
     20 23% No
      8  9% Probably not
      4  5% Don't know
      3  3% Probably

10  Do you currently walk to and from your village? [420]

    284 68% Frequently (more than once per month)
     97 23% Occasionally
     39  9% Hardly ever or never

11  Do you walk... [381]

    361 95% For pleasure / health / exercise
    141 37% To visit friends and relations
    111 29% To go shopping
     40 10% With members of a group or club
     32  8% To work
      9  2% Dog walking
      2  1% Dog walk
      2  1% pleasure
      1  0% But I run more often as its quicker.
      1  0% Dog Walking
      1  0% Exercise my dogs
      1  0% Exercise the Dog
      1  0% I am a professional dog walker
      1  0% To go to the pub
      1  0% To take kids to nursery
      1  0% Walk Dog
      1  0% Walk the dog
      1  0% When supporting others
      1  0% walking my dog
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12  What (if anything), stops you walking further or more often? [357]

    221 62% Lack of off-road routes out of your home area
    185 52% Concerns about road safety
    184 52% Unpleasantness (noise, pollution etc.) of walking  alongside roads
     50 14% The weather
     25  7% Your fitness or health
      8  2% Time
      2  1% Distance
      2  1% Nothing
      2  1% pleasure
      1  0% Concerns of safety due to unsociable behaviour
      1  0% Having the time
      1  0% Kids are young so can’t walk far!
      1  0% Lack of free time
      1  0% None
      1  0% Safety, lack of toilets on routes
      1  0% The ability to safely let the dog off the lead
      1  0% There are only so many footpaths around the village that are easily accessible 

without having to walk along side the main roads which despite the speed limits are 
at times very dangerous.

      1  0% Time
      1  0% Work!

13  Benefits of proposed off-road route [377]

    353 94% Health and fitness
    324 86% Pleasure
    170 45% Shopping
    147 39% Visiting friends or family
     62 16% Going to work
      3  1% Dog walking
      2  1% Dog walks
      1  0% Boating and dog walking
      1  0% Children could cycle to school
      1  0% Dog Walking
      1  0% Dog walking possibly depending on proximity to road/presence of barriers
      1  0% Family time / walking the dog
      1  0% It would be good to create a nature corridor for the community to plant trees and 

encourage habitat diversity for insects and animals
      1  0% New dog walking route
      1  0% No
      1  0% No benefit
      1  0% Safe route for children
      1  0% Safer opportunities for my kids to get to work.
      1  0% Showing people around the area
      1  0% Taking young daughter to the parks
      1  0% The dog!
      1  0% pleasure
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14  Do  you.. [420]

    387 92% Not need one
     31  7% Think you might use one in the next 10 years
      2  0% Currently use a mobility scooter

15  Use of mobility scooter [33]

     21 64% Yes
     10 30% Possibly
      2  6% No

16  Benefits of proposed off-road route [33]

     29 88% Pleasure
     18 55% Health and fitness
     18 55% Shopping
     10 30% Visiting friends or family
      2  6% Going to work
      1  3% No unsafe alone in countryside
      1  3% pleasure

17  Do you own or manage a business in this area? [420]

    371 88% No
     49 12% Yes

18  Do you think the opening of this cycling and walking route would be good for : Your business [49]

     17 35% Yes
     11 22% Possibly
     10 20% Probably not
      7 14% No
      4  8% Don't know

19  Do you think the opening of this cycling and walking route would be good for : Other local 
businesses [49]

     29 59% Yes
     14 29% Possibly
      4  8% Don't know
      1  2% No
      1  2% Probably not
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20  Is your business involved in... [49]

      8 16% Retail
      8 16% Tourism
      7 14% Hospitality
      7 14% Leisure
      4  8% Sport and outdoor activity
      2  4% Agriculture
      2  4% Gardening
      1  2% Accountancy
      1  2% Agricultural
      1  2% Bookkeeping
      1  2% Childcare
      1  2% Computer Consultancy
      1  2% Construction
      1  2% Dog Walker
      1  2% Dog walking
      1  2% Dog walking/grooming
      1  2% Firewood
      1  2% Hair and beauty
      1  2% Health
      1  2% Home maintenance
      1  2% Hypnotherapy
      1  2% IT
      1  2% Law
      1  2% Manufacturing
      1  2% Marketing and Digital Design
      1  2% Online training
      1  2% PR and communications
      1  2% Property management out of this area
      1  2% Service industry
      1  2% Vehicle garahe
      1  2% Wholesale
      1  2% b2b services
      1  2% manufacturing
      1  2% pleasure

21  In summary, would this link to Salford Priors and to Evesham (via The Valley) : Encourage you to 
start or increase the amount of cycling you do? [420]

    294 70% Certainly
     88 21% Possibly
     38  9% Probably not

22  In summary, would this link to Salford Priors and to Evesham (via The Valley) : Encourage you to 
increase the amount of walking you do? [420]

    320 76% Certainly
     84 20% Possibly
     16  4% Probably not
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23  In summary, would this link to Salford Priors and to Evesham (via The Valley) : Increase the visits 
you get from friends and family [420]

    169 40% Possibly
    132 31% Certainly
    119 28% Probably not

24  In summary, would this link to Salford Priors and to Evesham (via The Valley) : Enable you, or a 
member of your family, to use a mobility scooter to travel out of your village [420]

    251 60% Probably not
     85 20% Possibly
     84 20% Certainly

25  What impact do you think this link would have on : Health and well-being [420]

    369 88% Substantial benefit
     45 11% Some benefit
      6  1% Little or no benefit

26  What impact do you think this link would have on : People with limited mobility [420]

    268 64% Substantial benefit
    133 32% Some benefit
     19  5% Little or no benefit

27  What impact do you think this link would have on : Promotion of Active Travel [420]

    355 85% Substantial benefit
     52 12% Some benefit
     13  3% Little or no benefit

28  What impact do you think this link would have on : Community cohesion [420]

    255 61% Substantial benefit
    137 33% Some benefit
     28  7% Little or no benefit

29  What impact do you think this link would have on : Local businesses [420]

    197 47% Substantial benefit
    193 46% Some benefit
     30  7% Little or no benefit

30  What impact do you think this link would have on : Tourism [420]

    262 62% Substantial benefit
    132 31% Some benefit
     26  6% Little or no benefit
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31  What impact do you think this link would have on : Access to  local towns [420]

    343 82% Substantial benefit
     66 16% Some benefit
     11  3% Little or no benefit

32  What impact do you think this link would have on : Less use of cars [420]

    302 72% Substantial benefit
     98 23% Some benefit
     20  5% Little or no benefit

33  What impact do you think this link would have on : Local environment [420]

    346 82% Substantial benefit
     60 14% Some benefit
     14  3% Little or no benefit

34  Wychavon District Council funding [420]

    392 93% Yes
     18  4% Probably
      4  1% No
      4  1% Probably not
      2  0% Don't know

35  Overall support [420]

    381 91% Strongly support
     31  7% Support
      4  1% Strongly oppose
      3  1% Don't care
      1  0% Oppose

36  Are you interested in... [420]

    265 63% Being kept in touch with progress by email
    126 30% Neither
     29  7% Helping with this project
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